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Science and Engineering in Ancient Egypt 

1) The great temples and monuments of ancient Egypt continue to 

fascinate people today.  Their size and beauty are awe-inspiring 

and naturally encourage questions as to how they were built. 

Although a number of these questions remain unanswered, some explanations can 

be found in writings and paintings that ancient Egyptians left behind. What is 

certain is that the people of ancient Egypt had an amazing understanding of science 

and technology. 

2) The Egyptians were a society of traditions. Once they settled on a good construction 

method, they rarely changed it. This can be seen in how they built many monuments, from 

temples to obelisks. An obelisk is a tall and narrow memorial with a pointed tip, and seems 

to have always involved the exact same process performed in exactly the same way. 

3) Yet, there was room for technological advancement, as was the case with the pyramids. 

The technical skill required to build the Great Pyramid in the city of Giza still mystifies 

scholars in the present day. It required more than 2 million blocks weighing from 2 to more 

than 60 tons each. The structure covers the same area as two football fields and stands 480 

feet tall.  

4) This kind of construction must have taken an incredible amount of effort and organization. A huge 

number of workers had to be fed, sheltered and organized. As to how they carried the blocks, the 

most popular theory says that ramps were built as the pyramid kept getting taller. However, this 

theory is unlikely. People would not be able to push such heavy blocks 

up a ramp that was too steep. In order to have the right slope, the 

ramp would need to be almost a mile long. Building such a long ramp 

would be as difficult as building the pyramid itself. 

5) A much more convincing theory was proposed by engineer Robert 

Carson. The ancient Egyptians could have harnessed the power of water and used the pressure from 

a water pump to lift heavy blocks. This would make it much easier to raise the stones up a ramp to 

their intended position. 

6) Whether the theory of water pumps is true, the Egyptians did rely on water for their crops and 

livestock. Ancient Egypt was an agricultural society and developed new technology to help farm the 

land. They designed two kinds of plows, which were pulled by oxen. The heavy plow went first and 

cut the trenches, while the lighter plow came behind and overturned the soil. Once the field was 

plowed, workers with hoes broke up the clumps of soil and planted seeds. To press the seed into the 

trenches, livestock was driven across the field. All of this work would be for nothing, however, if the 

seeds did not get enough water, so regular irrigation of the land was extremely important. 

7) Egyptian irrigation methods were so effective that they were also used by the ancient 

people of Greece and Rome. The Nile river overflowed its banks each year, depositing rich 

soil throughout the valley. Irrigation canals were built to carry water to outlying farms and 

villages. They also helped to water the crops near the river. Another tool the Egyptians 

used was the shaduf, a bucket used to lift water from the river. The bucket was attached 

to a pole that could be swiveled around. A counterweight at the other end of the pole 

helped to raise the bucket, which was then emptied in a field or another body of water.  



8) Astronomy was important to the ancient Egyptians for both religious and practical reasons. The 

stars told the stories of the gods' accomplishments and trials but also indicated the passage of time 

and the seasons. Rosalie David, an expert on ancient Egypt, says the 

Egyptians observed the stars to determine true north and line up 

the pyramids accordingly. Each temple may have been aligned with 

a particular star. 

9) The stars were used to tell when it was going to rain and when it 

was time to plant or harvest crops. They were even used to tell 

when someone should buy a house or start a business. 

Observations of the night skies were used in calculations that 

measured weeks, months and years. Although the calendar was 

invented by the ancient Sumerians, the concept was adapted and 

improved upon by the Egyptians. 

10) Mathematics was not only used in astronomy. It was also used in designing machines, calculating 

tax rates and drawing up plans for building projects. Mathematics was also used on a very simple 

level in medicine to write prescriptions for patients and mix the ingredients for medications. 

11) Medicine in ancient Egypt was closely tied to magic. The 

best-known texts describing medical practices seem to show that 

the Egyptians used spells to treat diseases. At the same time, 

these texts show a significant amount of medical knowledge on a 

more scientific level. 

12) The "Ebers Papyrus" is a text of 110 pages treating ailments 

such as cancer and heart disease. The "Edwin Smith Papyrus" is 

the oldest known text about surgery. The "London Medical Papyrus" combines practical medical skill 

with magical spells. 

13) Other medical texts give prescriptions for tooth problems. Ancient 

Greek writer Herodotus notes that doctors in Egypt all had particular 

specialties, such as dentists. Most of the medical literature dealing with 

tooth issues are about preventing problems or pain management. 

14) Science and technology also influenced Egyptian art and literature. The invention of papyrus and 

ink made writing a great deal easier, compared to carving words on a stone, for example. The quality 

of art improved when copper tools were used for carving instead of flint.  

15) The subjects of Egyptian art were often inspired by actual events. The "Poem of Pentaur" narrates 

the victory of Ramesses the Great over the Hittites at Kadesh. Rather than being simply written on a 

sheet of papyrus or a plaque, the poem is carved along the 

sides of temples around Egypt. The story seems more 

amazing because it is told through inscriptions on stone 

temples. 

16) The ancient Egyptians believed that the world had been 

given to them by the gods. Through their inventions and 

advances in knowledge, they were doing the gods' will in 

making the world even better. 
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Science and Engineering in Ancient Egypt 

1. Write the sentence from paragraph 1 that states the main objective of this 

article. 

 

 

 

2. Paragraphs 3-5 discuss the engineering used to build the great pyramids of ancient Egypt. Briefly 
summarize the 2 theories of engineering technology proposed in the article for how this was 
accomplished. 

Theory 1: 
 
 
 
 

Theory 2: 
 
 
 
 
3. What technology was used to distribute water from the Nile to farmlands across Egypt? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How was astronomy used in ancient Egypt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What medical technologies did ancient Egypt have? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. What technologies were developed in ancient Egypt for art and literature? 


